Issues We Care About

All Initiatives  A Fair and Global Economy  Social Justice  The Environment

Sustainable Food Systems  Refugees

Democracy
We believe democracy only works when it works for everyone.

Support GMO Labeling
Ben & Jerry's is proud to stand with the growing consumer movement for transparency and the right to know what's in our food by supporting mandatory GMO labeling legislation.

We invite you to join us on a journey to better understand the issue of race in our country, to acknowledge the existence of systemic racism and the implicit biases that all of us carry—and to join hands and move forward together.
From a renovated gas station in Burlington, Vermont, to far-off places with names we sometimes mispronounce, the journey that began in 1978 with 2 guys and the ice cream business they built is as legendary as the ice cream is euphoric.

READ FULL STORY ▸

MEET OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS ▸

How can we help you?
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Facebook Twitter Instagram

Subscribe to our newsletter
Receive monthly roundups of our most popular content.

address@email.com

I'm not a robot

SUBSCRIBE

Our 30-minute guided ice cream factory tour is fun and educational for all ages. We offer guests the opportunity to learn about our ice cream manufacturing process and explain how we incorporate values-led decisions that drive our business.

READ MORE ▸